Introduction
Queueing models consisting of two units in series with an intermediate waiting room of finite capacity have been studied by several authors. A model with a finite waiting room in between the two units has been discussed by Neuts [1] . Unit I of this model contains one server with a general service time distribution and unit II consists of c parallel exponential servers. The transform method is used to find steady state probabilities.
The study of blocking in two or more units in service with a general service time distribution, without an intermediate buffer has been considered by Aviltzhak and Yadin [2] . Clarke [3] has investigated a tandem queuing model, wherein two servers are placed in series and each customer will receive service from one and only one server. The novel feature of this model is that a busy service unit prevents the access of new customers to servers further down the line. A departing customer may also be temporarily prevented from leaving by occupied service units down line.
Prabhu [4] has studied transient analysis in a tandem queue. Models of related type with finite total number of customers have been treated by Sharma [5] . Queues with two units connected in series with single service in unit
In this paper we deal with a queuing model consisting of two units I and II connected in series with a finite intermediate waiting room of capacity N. Arrivals to unit I occur according to a Poisson process of rate λ. The queue in front of unit I can be of infinite length. Customers in unit I are served one at a time. The service time distribution of unit I is negative exponential with a parameter µ 1 . In unit II customers are served by c servers in batches of size n (a ≤ n ≤ b). The service times, irrespective of batch size, are assumed to have independent identical negative exponential distributions with parameter µ 2. The service rule is assumed to operate as follows: the server starts service only when a minimum of 'a' customers is in the buffer, and the maximum capacity is 'b' customers. Such a rule for bulk service, first introduced by Neuts [7] , may be called general bulk service rule. Here the general bulk service rule is further assumed to allow the late entries to join a batch, without affecting the service time, in course of ongoing service as long as the number of customers in that batch is less than 'd' ( a ≤ d ≤ b , called maximum accessible limit ).
For the model describe above, the steady state probability vector of the number of customers waiting and receiving service in unit I, waiting in the buffer and the stability condition are obtained by using the matrixgeometric method.
In our discussion, the following notations are used: a diagonal matrix of order n is denoted by [a 1, a 2 …..a n ] and if the all entries are equal to 'a' then this is denoted by [a] n × n . All the unmarked entries are zeros.
Steady State Probability Vector
This process can be formulated as a continuous time Markov chain with state space
where i denotes number of customers in unit I (including the one being in the service station), j denotes the number of customers in the buffer, q denotes number of customers in the accessible service batch and k denotes the number of busy servers in unit II with number in each service batch is greater than or equal to maximum accessible limit (d). The infinitesimal generator Q of the continuous time Markov chain with the above state has the block partitioned structure. The matrix A o is given by The matrix A 1 is given by 
where D 1 is given by 
, is a matrix of order ((d-a) × a). with 2 µ in the first column and zero in the remaining entries. The stationary probability vector X = ( X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . , X i , . . .) if it exist, can be found by solving the following system. XQ = 0 and X e = 1 (1,2)
where e represents a column vector with each component equal to 1. The system of linear equations XQ = 0 is solved using the matrix -geometric method [8] since the rate matrix Q has a special block tridiagonal structure.
Each X i (i = 0,1,2, . . .) is a row vector of order ( ac+N+1+(d-a)c) and X i = ( X i00 , X i10 , X i20 , . . . ,X ia-10 , X i01 , X i11 , X i21 , . . . , X ia-11 , . . ., X i0c-1 , X i1c-1 , X i2c-1 , . . . , X ia-1c-1 , X i0c , X i1c , X i2c , . . . , X ia-1c , . . . , X iNc , X i0a0 , X i0a+10 , . . . , X i0d-10 , X i0a1 , X i0a+11 , . . . ,
In the stable case, there exists the stationary probability vector
The stationary probability vector X is called the matrix geometric probability vector. If a matrix geometric solution exists, the system XQ = 0 becomes
The vector X 0 is uniquely determined by
together with normalizing equation
The matrix R is the minimal solution to a matrix non linear equation
where R 0 ≥ , [9] , and it is an irreducible, non -negative matrix with a spectral radius of less than one. An iterative approach may be used to compute R as follows:
A , n 0 ≥ 
and
The system Π A = 0 takes the form
solving the above system of equations, we get
Using the above results, the following relations are derived:
By using the normalizing condition 1 e = Π , Π N,C can be determined.
Numerical Results
By theorem 1 of Latouche and Neuts [10] , R is the limit of the sequence { } By using the above matrix R, the equation A 2 e = R A 0 e, which provides us with internal accuracy check on the computation of R, is verified. The vector X 0 = {X 000 , X 010 , X 020 , X 001 , X 011 , X 021 , X 003 , X 013 , X 023 , . . . , X 0 20 3 , X 0030 , X 0040 , X 0050 , X 0030 , X 0041 , X 0051 , X 0032 , X 0042 , X 0052 ) is the left eigen-vector of the matrix D + RA 0 , corresponding to an eigenvalue of zero. Vector X 0 is calculated from the relation X 0 (D + RA 0 ) = 0 and is normalized by X 0 (I -R)
-1 e = 1. For the numerical parameters chosen above, the row vector X is given by X 0 = [ 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00000000, 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00000000, 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 0.00000000 , 0.38500000, 0.00000000, 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00000000, 0.38500000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00000000, 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00000000 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00020000, 0.04950000 , 0.00000000 , 0.00900000 0.00000000 , 0.00000000, 0.00000000] Further, the remaining vectors X i , i ≥ 1 are evaluated using the relation X i = X 0 R i , i ≥ 1. It may be noted that X k → 0 as k → ∞. For the chosen parameters, X 97 → 0, and the sum of the steady state probabilities is found to be one.
